Text Sentiment Analysis (TSA) is becoming a hot area of research in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). There are many researches on English text sentiment analysis, while the Chinese do not attract sufficient attention. In this paper, we provide a novel deep learning model called Bilinear Character-Word Convolutional Neural Networks (BCWCNN) to deal with Chinese text sentiment analysis task. Our model represent a Chinese sentence as a bilinear combination of features learned from two-stream CNN models, which receives character-level and word-level embedding features as input, respectively. Experiments conducted on Chinese text sentiment corpus demonstrate that the proposed architecture significantly improve the performance of this task compared to other existing architectures.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of the internet, more and more people share their subjective opinions on the internet. These subjective texts are valuable for many applications, such as marketing and social studies. However, it is beyond our abilities to manually process and analysis such a high volume of data, thus clearly highlighting the need for automatically analysis the polarity and meaning of these subjective texts.
The target of Text Sentiment Analysis is to mine and analyze the subjective text, trying to acquire valuable knowledge and information. It is a challenging task due to the complexity of human language. With the development of Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have achieved remarkable results in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks including sentiment analysis. There are some achievements in English text sentiment analysis using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [1] [2][3] [4] . [1] applies CNNs on top of pre-trained word vectors, improved the state of the art performance on 4 out of 7 tasks, which include sentiment analysis and question classification, [2] use another CNNs model to perform text sentiment analysis tasks based on character-level and sentence-level information, [3] proposes a model combines CNNs module and a special RNNs module called Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), which captures both local and regional information within sentences and long-distance dependency across sentences, [4] presents a jointed CNN and RNN architecture for sentiment analysis of short texts.
However, Chinese, as another important language, used by the largest portion of the world's population as well as Internet users, has not attracted sufficient attention in the previous sentiment analysis literatures. Chinese is different from English in linguistic characteristics: (1) Chinese does not segment words by white spaces in sentences; (2) the use of various adverbs in Chinese can result that Chinese has higher degree of subtlety and ambiguity in sentences; (3) Chinese also shows a larger variety of word sense and syntactic dependency in sentences than English [5] . Above all, Chinese characters are not alphabetic writing but meaning-phonetic writing, which carry meaningful information, while English characters do not [6] . These differences make it a unique challenge to analyze the sentiment of Chinese text.
As for the works that are about Chinese text sentiment analysis tasks, [7] applies typical traditional machine learning methods e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayesian Model (NBM) based on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) as input features. [8] put forward a CNNs model based on pre-trained word vectors. [9] proposes an improved CNNs model uses separated character-level and word-level pre-trained word vectors, as well as dual-channel input features. However, there are two facts: (1) the words segmentation in Chinese is not decided by the white space, which means the segmented word may not be optimal; (2) the characters of Chinese have meaningful information as well as the words. Due to above reasons, we consider make the best of the Chinese characters based on the word-level model.
Generally, researchers utilize the word-level feature as the input features using deep learning methods [1] [10], a few papers use the character-level feature to deal with NLP tasks, including sentiment analysis [11] [12] [13] . There are also some works that hybridize the character-level and the word-level features as the input [2] [14] [15] .
In this work, we propose a deep neural network that combine the outputs of two streams, which receives character-level and word-level feature as input respectively with bilinear combination way. Experiments conducted on Chinese text sentiment corpus demonstrate that the proposed architecture significantly improve the performance of this task. Different from previous researches, our paper is unique that we applied the sentiment analysis task on Chinese, and we do not hybridize the character-level and the word-level features in the input layer, our model is related to the "Two-stream" architecture, and we use bilinear combination rather than simple concatenation to fuse the outputs of the "Two-stream" architecture, which obtain a feature likely to be more robust than any single feature and other combine ways. As far as we know, there are no works that use bilinear method to combine the transformed character-level feature and word-level feature in text classification tasks. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the proposed architecture. In Section 3, we detail our experimental setup. Section 4 gives the experimental results and discussion. Finally, in Section 5 we make a conclusion.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe a general formulation of the proposed model. The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 1 . 
Word-level Embedding
Given a sentence = { 1 , 2 , … , , … , }, comprises words, we use a embedding matrix ∈ ℝ × to map every word into a fixed-size of vector space, where is the number of words in the vocabulary and is embedding dimensionality. Given a word , its embedding is obtain from the projection:
(1) where ∈ ℝ is a one-hot encoding vector which has element value of 1 at index and 0 at all other indexes.
Character-level Embedding
In Chinese language, the words and the characters representation in linguistics are different from English. For instance, TABLE I describe the differences. To take full advantage of the semantic information carried by the Chinese characters, we transform every Chinese character to a fixed-size vector space.
Given a word = { 1 , 2 , … , , … , }, comprises characters, we use a embedding matrix ∈ ℝ ℎ × ℎ to map every character into a fixed-size of ℎ vector space, where ℎ is the number of characters in the vocabulary and ℎ is embedding dimensionality. Given a character , its embedding is obtain from the projection:
where ∈ ℝ ℎ is a one-hot encoding vector which has element value of 1 at index and 0 at all other indexes.
The word-level embedding capture the syntactic and semantic information, while the character-level embedding capture the morphological and shape information of the sentence [2] . 
Convolution
Convolution is the most important and fundamental concept in signal processing and analysis, it is widely used in image processing. More recently, convolution has been applied to issues in Natural Language Processing(NLP) and gotten some exciting results [16] [17] .
In formula, given a input matrix ∈ ℝ × (in this work, represent either the word-level embedding matrix or the character-level embedding matrix of a sentence), where represents the embedding dimensionality and represents the sentence length decided by the embedding level. We apply convolution operation to the input matrix with following formula: = ( * + ) (3) where ∈ ℝ × is the -th convolutional kernel, which is applied to a window of words, ∈ ℝ is a bias term and is a non-linear activation function (generally Relu or tanh).
Pooling
It is common to add a pooling operation after convolution operation. The function of pooling is to reduce the size of representation further, which can decrease the number of parameters of the model, keeping the over-fitting from happening. Meanwhile, the pooling operator in NLP tasks can be considered as a feature selector helps capture the important feature.
Normally, the output of convolution serve as the input of the pooling. The pooling operation is conducted as following formula:
is a selection function often be (. ) or (. ).
Bilinear Combination
Bilinear models were proposed by Tanenbaum and Freeman [18] to model two-factor variations, such as "style" and "content" for images. There is also works that use bilinear model to do image classification. However, as far as we know, there are no works that combine the transformed character-level feature and word-level feature-two important features in text classification, by bilinear model. The output of bilinear combination is given by the general bilinear form [18] ℎ = ∑ ∑ =1
=1
(5) Here, and are the pooled features which come from word-level sentence embedding and character-level sentence embedding, respectively, for conveniently, we name them word-level representation and character-level representation separately. The terms are independent of word-level representation and character-level representation and model the interaction of the two representations. To make the meaning of more explicit, we rewrite the aforementioned equation in matrix notation: ℎ = ( ) T (6) If and represent features of size × and × respectively, then is of size × , ℎ is of size × . We can remove the matrix to reduce the amount of model's parameters, which truncate the aforementioned formula to:
EXPERIMENT Corpus
We use the Chinese sentiment corpus organized by Songbo Tan [7] as our experimental data. More precisely, the corpus are: ChnSentiCorp-Htl-1, ChnSentiCorp-Htl-2, ChnSentiCorp-Htl-3, ChnSentiCorp-Htl-4(we abbreviate it to Htl1, Htl2, Htl3, Htl4 respectively for the sake of simplicity). These four corpus have different number of reviews shown in TABLE II corresponding to the hotel domain. The first three corpus are balanced while the last one is not. 
Model Variations
According to our proposed model, there are several variations, the CNN architecture is applied among all the variations. Word Only (WOCNN): This is a traditional word-level sentiment analysis method, which use word-level features as input [8] . Character Only (COCNN): This is a more finely grained method than WOCNN, which utilizes character-level features as input [9] . Sum Combined Character & Word (SCWCNN): This model use sum combination to fuse the two-stream CNN outputs. In formula, the equation (6) is rewritten to represent the model: ℎ = + (8) where + is a element-wise sum operation.
Multiply Combined Character & Word (MCWCNN):
This model use multiply combination to fuse the two-stream CNN outputs. In formula, the equation (6) is rewritten to represent the model: ℎ = ∘ (9) where ∘ is the element-wise Hadamard product operation.
Concatenated Character & Word (CCWCNN):
This model concatenates the two-stream CNN outputs along one dimension. In formula, the equation (6) is rewritten to represent the model:
Experimental Configuration
In our experiment, with the exception of the WOCNN and COCNN, the configuration of other models' hyper parameters is: the embedding dimension is 128, the activation function is rectified linear units, the kernel sizes are 3, 4, 5 with 100 feature maps each. Also, for regularisation of the neural network, we utilised dropout [19] with rate of 0.5, l2 constraint of 0.001. Training is done through stochastic gradient descent optimization method with the Adadelta update rule [20] , over shuffled mini-batches size of 10. The hyper parameters value of WOCNN and COCNN are setting same as original paper.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conducted comparative experiments in order to show the power of bilinear combination of character-level features and word-level features. Experimental results of our model compared to other methods are given in TABLE III. We evaluate each data set with accuracy. (Note: The BCWCNN* represent the combination way described by Equation (6) while BCWCNN represent the Equation (7)) The comparative analysis of the experiments results is as follows:
(1) CNN model VS. Traditional classification approaches: from the comparative results between BCWCNN, SCWCNN, MCWCNN, CWCNN, WOCNN, COCNN with SVM, NBM, respectively, as shown in the TABLE III, The CNN model perform much better than the traditional classification approaches.
(2) Combination of char and word VS. Single feature: from the comparative results between BCWCNN, SCWCNN, MCWCNN, CWCNN, with WOCNN, COCNN respectively, as shown in the TABLE III, we find that the combination of the char and word has better performance than using any single one. From this results, we can conclude that the using of character-level features can improve the performance of Chinese sentiment classification.
(3) Bilinear combination VS. Other fusing methods: from the comparative results between BCWCNN with SCWCNN, MCWCNN, CWCNN respectively, as shown in the TABLE III, we find that the Bilinear combination method is better than or on par with other fusing methods. The reason may be that the bilinear combination can catch much more useful feature compared to other fusing approaches, which promoting the improvement of the final classification performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we explore the advantage of combine Chinese character-level features with word-level features to improve Chinese sentiment analysis performance. On the basis of the Chinese text characteristics: Chinese characters have meaningful information, we present a novel BCWCNN model that combine the different representations derived from different text level features, namely word-level feature and character-level features. Our experiments conducted on the Chinese sentiment analysis tasks show that the combination of two-stream representations can improve the performance, and the bilinear combination is better than or on par with other bonding forms.
